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DVDs are the commonly found storage media around us especially when it comes to the movies.
DVDs are used commonly to publish the movies, music albums and documentaries etc. This is
because of the featured support that this media ensures to the publishers.

It is cost effective solution for publishers and the users. These DVDs are the plastic made smart
disks that are capable of storing large size digital files on the disks. These are used commonly
because these can contain the high definition videos for users to play. These the best source of
managing the portability and reuse for customers and publishers.

VOB format is dedicatedly used video container format that is stands for Video object. This format is
capable of encoding audio, video and subtitle streams. DVD player is there to play the high
definition videos from the DVD.

What if you require playing these videos on your favorite Mac media player application that is
QuickTime? QuickTime cannot read and play these videos that are in VOB format. This
incompatibility may lead to a serious problem where you are required to install a DVD player
application that is also a large size application that takes too many resources of the computer.

In this situation when you are only option to play video on QuickTime, you can use a VOB to MOV
convertor for conversion of the VOB file to MOV format. MOV is also a video container format that is
developed by Apple and is inherently supported on the QuickTime and a lot of other Mac
applications (media players).

The most suitable options for such problem are to install a light weight convertor tool for converting
VOB to MOV format of the video. ISKYSOFT provides you the most appropriate and customized
solution to this problem in the form of the DVD to MOV convertor. This is a featured application that
makes it effortless to extract and convert the DVD into playable MOV format of video.

It is a complete solution for managing your DVDs on the Mac operating system. It provides user a
clear, innovative, interactive and professionally designed interface that makes it easy to operate by
the nave users. It is a multi functioning application that will automate your entire task of extraction,
and conversion of the DVD videos to make these videos playable on the Mac OS.

It is a light application that is highly compatible with the Mac operating system, and it contains no
other utility or malfunctioning algorithm that works in the background all the times that influence the
speed of your computer in a negative way. Most of the inappropriate applications may encompas
the extra unities that make your computer run slow and change the default settings of the computer.
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These are the real irritating applications to install you need to avoid such applications. You are only
required to install a dvd to mov mac or a dvd to mov application that will manage your entire task of
playing unsupported video on your computer. After using this application, you can play the VOB
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videos on the QuickTime while at the same time you are able to share these videos with your
friends.
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